WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew resigned from office yesterday and pleaded no contest to the felony tax evasion charge. A judge sentenced him to a $10,000 fine and three years' probation. The thunderbolt disclosures of the resignation, the second by a vice president in U.S. history, was almost casually revealed by a staff secretary noted as Agnew himself was making a surprise appearance in federal court in Baltimore.

Agnew's 30-minute court appearance yesterday was an information file by the Baltimore Sun and the Associated Press, was that it failed to reach the public's attention. The court session ended after 10 minutes, with 150 people in attendance. As Agnew left the courtroom, press critic John Aravosis said simply, "The vice president has resigned." Agnew declined to answer questions or to comment on his future plans. He said only that he was "pledging to cooperate fully with the appropriate authorities and to comply with all of my legal responsibilities.

A joint statement released by Agnew's lawyers to the news media, and according to statements for the last several weeks in real world press speculation said: "The nation has long been aware of the problems which are facing our government. As a result, the vice president regrets the necessity of placing this burden upon Congress and the American people.

Agnew's lawyers' hearing permitting him to pledge not to contact the public in any way before appearing before the House of Representatives for impeachment proceedings. The vice president has also agreed to a number of other conditions, including a promise to cooperate fully with the appropriate authorities and to comply with all of his legal responsibilities.

Other Arab countries have pledged support to Egypt and Syria and some have sent token contingents. The Israeli military command blasted Syrian naval headquarters on the Syrian coast.
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americans have a new fear that 'government may fall'

New York, N.Y. - In creating our city, there may be safety in numbers. When our senses come as single spits, they are a nagging nuisance. We do not see the devil thorns that irritate us toward creation. We feel, we smell, we taste scents tomorrow.

But today with so many urgent problems plaguing the nation, the fearlessness for solutions may result in a serious contamination of our public on the government-that will sap reform from many fronts. At least it should be demanded now that Americans do something.

Americans have always had a hard time following complex things, even when the answers are easy. Unification of York. We're always generous, cheerful, and impatient, moved over to bend that band that leads new ones up jagged mountains and around the world in tiny small boats. All these virtues have been operative in the past because we were armed with confidence and patience.

Unfortunately today's inner city fear decision will be talked about for a long time. American's资格 marks only the second resignation at a Vice President in U.S. History and the first amidst the controversy of a scandal.

Now comes the trying task of selecting a new Vice President. President Nixon and Congress must take all steps necessary to make the best selection for the country. And the nation must stand foremost in their minds as they pick another Vice President.

counties board health board must act for renters

The proposed housing code for Wood County must be passed tonight by the Wood County Board of Health. Contracting for housing code began in the code in 1971, and since three, it has been rewritten and refined without use of a political code. However, even if the code is passed, another small problem will remain. The code automatically will become effective in Wood County, but it's still uncertain if City Council approval is necessary for it to become effective in Bowling Green. The proposed code offers improvements over the existing ordinance. According to Dr. Thomas Anderson, chairman of City Council's Planning and Zoning Committee, the code is easier to understand.

If approved, it also will establish an appeals board to eliminate having to wait up to a month for persons to protest with the county board of health.

A housing code is definitely needed within the city. Even though most renters living renting living quarters in fairly new and good condition, the lack of proper codes in houses with plumbing problems, faulty wiring and other unsafe conditions.
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**Campus comments on Agnew**

**By Curtis M. Haslett**

Managing Editor

The state fire marshal's office has adopted an updated fire code that requires new apartment buildings to have built-in smoke detectors.

But the new code includes nothing about requiring present apartment buildings to have smoke detectors.

Former athlete's wife killed

The 23-year-old wife of former University football player Tony Kijanko was killed early yesterday in a two-car accident on the Northend.

Her husband played football last year for the Vanport Heights Road and failed to yield at the Route 6 intersection.
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Tatum O'Neal—essence of film

By Bruce Glover

Remember the "One Gang" comedy series Shirley Temple tipping her cap into a procession of children? Well, here comes Tatum O'Neal, the sassy, blond, 10-year-old child star of "Paper Moon," who lifted the cap off the gang.

At first glance, Tatum O'Neal seems like a spitting image of her father, Ryan, but there is a lot more to Tatum than just her looks. She has a mind of her own, a sense of humor and a great deal of determination.

Tatum is a natural talent. She was born in Los Angeles on Nov. 19, 1959. She made her film debut in "Paper Moon," playing the role of Addie, a 10-year-old con artist. Tatum's performance was so convincing that she won an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress.

Tatum's father, Ryan, is a well-known actor and producer. He was once married to Barbra Streisand. Tatum's mother, Tuesday Weld, is a former model and actress.

Tatum's acting career began when she was just 6 years old. She appeared in several TV commercials and a few TV guest roles before landing the role of Addie in "Paper Moon.

Tatum's role in the movie was challenging. She had to play a con artist who is clever, resourceful and capable of outsmarting anyone. She had to learn how to be convincing and entertaining on screen.

Tatum's performance in "Paper Moon" was so good that she received an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress. She was the youngest actress to win an Oscar at the age of 10.

Since "Paper Moon," Tatum has appeared in several other movies, including "The Bad News Bears" and "The Little Prince." She has also appeared on TV shows, such as "The Love Boat" and "WKRP in Cincinnati.

Tatum is a natural talent, and she has a bright future in Hollywood. She continues to work hard and is always looking for new challenges.

Tatum O'Neal—essence of film.
Lack of state funding delays plans for fine arts building

Planning for the University's new fine arts building has stopped temporarily, Dr. David Ferrari, chairman of the department of fine arts planning, said at a meeting of the University's board of trustees on Oct. 11.

Dr. Ferrari explained that even though the University raised $373,000 last year in a capital campaign to get the fine arts building under construction, the new fine arts building has not been funded by the state legislature.

"We need to continue planning for the fine arts building," Dr. Ferrari said. "But I can't say that we have any other funding apart from that already raised, and there is no assurance that we will receive funds for the fine arts building in the future."
Washington semester open to students

Professor Richard Giardina of American University said that the program is open to students from all over the country and will provide an opportunity to observe and participate in the operation of the nation's capital. The program's purpose is to provide students with an opportunity to study the foreign policy decision-making processes of both Washington and international organizations and to become involved with the programs of the government. The program will also provide students with the opportunity to study the political and economic development of other countries and to become involved with the international organizations and governments of those countries.
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Mets vault into World Series

NEW YORK (AP) - Before they did enough to send one of baseball's frankest, frailest and friendly teams into the World Series, the New York Mets were not only Dutchess's first National League champions in a generation, but also the first baseball team to have a national TV audience in nearly 10 years.

The Mets were not only Dutchess's first National League champions in a generation, but also the first baseball team to have a national TV audience in nearly 10 years.

The Mets' national TV audience meant that the team's games could be watched by millions of fans across the country, including fans in the Netherlands, where the team's popularity was high.

The Mets' success also demonstrated the power of television in promoting sports and engaging fans, a trend that has continued to this day.
Swingman's reform

By Jim Magone
Assistant Sports Editor

The Big Orange offensive line was mentioned in the difference when the Fighting Scots played hard-fisted Bowling Green Saturday afternoon. The Fighting Scots fought for three quarters, but could not come together to beat the wall of the Orange.

Bowling Green ranks first in the MAC in rushing offense and second in the league in total offense. The Scots had the rushing edge of 90 yards per game, 240 total, and second in passing offense. The Fighting Scots did not have an answer for the Orange's secretery defense.

Defensively, Kent is second in the MAC in total defense and defense against scoring. The Fighting Scots are sliding in that position. Bob Reid and Kent's Greg Swick and Ken Kilgore are two of the best in the MAC.

The Scots are going down to defeat like Miami in the MAC, which lost in the 4th quarter. The Fighting Scots are second in total defense in the MAC, but are not scoring enough points to stay on top.

In MAC games, the Fighting Scots have scored 20 points in each game, while the Scots have scored 12 points in each game.

On Saturday, the Fighting Scots scored a single point in the second half for a fumble recovery.

The Fighting Scots may be without the services of their top two running backs, jim Swick and Greg Swick, who are listed as doubtful starters according to the third week's Kent State press release. Both players were injured in last Saturday's 3-12 victory over Western Michigan.

In MAC games, the Fighting Scots have scored 20 points in each game, while the Scots have scored 12 points in each game.

Bowling Green leads the MAC in total defense, with a total defense of 240 yards per game. The Fighting Scots are second in the MAC in total defense, with a total defense of 240 yards per game.

Saturday's 1:30 p.m. Mid-Lamport stands third in the league rushing, with 1:30 p.m. yesterday.

The Fighting Scots are in at gate C (the south end of the Cleveland Browns) This is the record for the third week in the MAC.

At his ra(e, he will be the first player in history to gain 2,000 yards rushing in a single season.

day's work gave Simpson the NFL rushing record for a single game.

and is closing in on the mark of Jim Brown. Still, the young Simpson appears more than capable of achieving great status.

O. J. Simpson is chasing a movie star.

Simpson follows I
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The Fighting Scots gave Howard Cosell something to say at halftime on Monday night football. Yet, one must realize that Simpson's number 32 on his back. Both men have strength and speed to make them formidable players.
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